
H2: Member Function Overriding
CSE 335, Spring 2009

Due by Tuesday, January 27 at 11:59 p.m.

Objective

Gain experience using inheritance and function overriding.

Description

Begin by checking out the source files for H2. They have been placed in a branch of your Subver-
sion repository at /user/cse335/S09/homework-repos/USERNAME/branches/H2, where USER-
NAME is your CSE username. To review from H1, you can check the files out into your CSE space
by logging in to black.cse.msu.edu and running the following command:

> svn co file:///user/cse335/S09/homework-repos/USERNAME/branches/H2

If you would prefer to check the files out onto your local computer, replace file:///user/...
with svn+ssh://USERNAME@black.cse.msu.edu/user/... in the above command.

Now look at the files you have checked out. They define a simple main() program that manipu-
lates instances of a class Person, such as might be used to store information about bank employees
and customers. You must define two new classes, Employee and Customer. More precisely:

1. Create a Makefile to simplify the compilation and rebuilding of this program throughout this
exercise. Your Makefile should generate a program named bank. Consult the Makefile from
H1 for an example of how to build against the FLTK library, which this program also uses.1

As you develop new classes, be sure to nicely separate class declarations, which should appear
in .h files, from method implementations, which should appear in .cpp files, and be sure to
update your Makefile as appropriate.2

2. Add the Makefile to your Subversion repository so that you can hand it in. From a com-
mand shell in your H2 directory, run svn add Makefile to mark it for inclusion, then run
svn commit to finally add it. You will need to use svn add on any other new source or
header files you create.

3. Create a class Employee that inherits from Person. This new class should declare a data
member of type string that stores a job description. Override the print all() operation
with a new method that invokes Person::print all() and then prints the employee-specific
information (i.e., the job information) on a new line.

4. In main(), create an Employee object called jane with the name “Jane Doe” and job descrip-
tion “Teller.” Set the Social Security number to whatever you want. Add the line:

1 You may wish to consider using the H1 Makefile as a template for H2.
2 It’s good to get in the habit of doing this, even for trivial programs, such as we are developing in this exercise.
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jane.print name(out);

recompile the program, and run it. Why were you able to invoke print name() on jane
when class Employee did not define such a method?

5. Create a class Customer that inherits from Person. This class should have a data member
of type string that stores an account number. Similar to what you did in item 3, override
the print all() operation with a method that prints information specific to customers in
addition to the general information in class Person.

6. In main(), create a Customer called will, with the name “Will Smith”, SSN 373483621, and
account number 145-13. Invoke the print name() and print all() operations on will.

7. In main(), declare a variable e ptr of type Employee* and initialize this variable with the
address of will. Try to compile the program. Explain why this statement won’t compile.

8. Comment out the line(s) you created in the previous step. Add the following line:

Person* p ptr = &will;

and recompile. Why does this statement compile when the statement(s) in the previous step
would not?

9. Add the lines:

p ptr->print all(out);
p ptr->print name(out);

recompile, and re-run the program. Which methods are dispatched by these invocations, and
why? Is this the behavior you expected given that p ptr points to an object (will) of class
Customer?

10. Try to modify Employee::print all() so that it will print out the first and then the last
name, (rather than the last and then the first name) and job description all on one line. Why
can’t you make this modification without also modifying other classes? Modify the declara-
tion of class Person so that you can implement Employee::print all() as requested, but
keep the data in Person as hidden as possible. Do not modify Person::print all().

11. Add a function to main.cpp called show names that takes two arguments of type Person&
and a reference to an output stream (like ostream& out in Person::print all). When
invoked, the function should:

(a) print out “Person 1: ” to the given output stream.

(b) invoke print all() on the first argument,

(c) print out “Person 2: ” to the given output stream, and then

(d) invoke print all() on the second argument

In main, invoke show names(), passing jane and will as arguments. Why is it legal to pass
these objects as arguments? Why isn’t any employee or customer information printed?
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Record your answers to questions 4, 7, 8, 9, 10, and 11 in a text file named answers.txt. Add this
file to your Subversion repository.

When you have finished the assignment, hand it in by tagging the files as complete. First, make
sure that all of your new source files have been added to the repository by running svn up, then
svn list.3 Second, make sure that your latest changes have been committed. If they have, run the
following command (similar to how you handed in H1):

> svn copy file:///user/cse335/S09/homework-repos/USERNAME/branches/H2 \
file:///user/cse335/S09/homework-repos/USERNAME/tags/submission-H2

3 If you do not run svn up first, you will get a listing of the files from back before you added anything. This is not
what you want.
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